
About Crash

This one was written on I39 on my way home from Peoria in early 2011. I had dreamed of Paris 
the night before, one of many Paris dreams and one of many intense dreams I had in Mom and 
Dad’s basement, and I had also had a dreamed of lions, literally, at the front door of our house--a 
subconscious nod, I’m sure, to Bruce Cockburn and his brilliant tune Wondering Where the Lions 
Are.  Given that rich palette of imagery with which to work, coupled with our upcoming trip to 
Paris on the horizon for which I was turning on anticipation’s spit, the first verse pretty much 
wrote itself.  

The third verse comes from a passage I’d recently read in David Foster Wallace’s essay about 
9/11.  His description of the towers falling like a failed rocket launch from our youth, his 
insistence that we’d seen this all before...it must have made a powerful impression.  I was 
thinking--have been since, too, and had been for a long time before--about the coming 
deconstruction of modern civilization’s current balancing act food/water/energy/waste/
population-wise, and I guess that’s the central Crash metaphor at work here.  The crash of the 
towers, the Saturn V rockets, the economic/energy systems, all designed for powerful thrust in 
the positive direction, but all tending at some point to turn their vectors 180 and pancake into the 
launchpad...they were all different facets of the same phenomenon.  Oh, and there’s the Crash 
associated with imminent mortality.  That’s no small part of it, too, I suppose.

The middle verse was written a couple of years later, in late-Winter 2012-13, when Marcia and I 
were enjoying our last days with Kevin.  Immersed in New Orleans music and the story of 
Katrina, and knowing I needed to flesh the tune out just a bit, it was Marcia’s suggestion that I 
compose a verse for Kevin (game leg, keen scent and all) and for New Orleans (a city we 
abandoned long before August/September, 2005).

This one is really important to me.  It sort of represents a taking-stock of life at a certain age.  It’s 
filled with longing, but it’s restrained, too--it stays inside itself, doesn’t reach.  It hits the big 
themes that matter most to me.  It attempts to honor Marcia--who has become my inspiration--
and it offers a nod to impermanence and to the rebirth that travel affords.  It’s a song sung 
standing on the top of one hill, looking back on many ridges and ahead to, hopefully, sweet 
valleys where the still waters flow.  It’s the last song of the album for a reason...there’s a finality 
to it.  It settled to the bottom of the list.

This one’s got banjo, bouzouki, guitar and bass, and Clay played a great accordion part--the final 
element I had hoped to sneak in before the album was finished.  Bravo, dude...it fits like a charm 


